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Department of Mechanical Engineerng
University of Califomia at Berkeley
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Abstract
Sliding mode control is a standard
approach to tackde the parametric and modeling
uncertainities of a non-lnar system. However,
the robust control obtained by using sliding
mode has a price, which is the high frequency
chattering enoountered during the digital
implementation of the control. The idea of
introducing a boundary layer around the
switching surface and approximating a
corninuous control inside it has been extended
for different kinds of systems. The systems
should be analyzed to ascertain which
continuous law is appropriate within the
boundary layer. In this paper the effect of
various continuous control approximations
within the boundary layer to chattering and error
convergence in diferent systems is studied.
1. Introduction
Sliding mode control originated in Soviet
Union some thirty years ago. ft was mostly
studied for the conrol of linear systems as a
variable struture formulion (e.g [1] and [4]).
The major drawback in the classical sliding
rmode control is high chattering across the
switching surface and consequently a high
control action.
Chattering is most of the times
undesirable because it can excite the
unmodeled high frequency dynamics of the
system. f is also undesirable if the control
variable is expensive, in which cases a high
control activity should be avoided.
One approach to reduce chatterng is to
introduce a boundary layer around the
switching surface and use a continuous control
within the boundary layer, keeping the
boundary layer attractive outside (see [2] and[3]). In the method proposed by Slotine, et al.,
*, the boundary layer thickness is made varying
in order to take advantage of the system
bandwidth. In order to utilize the bandwidth of
the system i is not recessary to vary ¢. The
same precision is obtained by using an
altemate method proposed. An example is
given of a system where using the sat function
does not work and hence a different
continuous approximation law is proposed.
This shows that systems must be classified to
facilitate the use of various contious control
laws within the boundary.
2. Background
Let a nonlinear system be defined as
x" = g(x,t) + c(x,t)u (1)
X is the state vector, u is the control input and
x is the output state. The other states in the
state vector are the higher order dervatives of x
up to the (n-1)st order. Here, g and c are
generally nonlinear functions of time and the
states.
Sliding mode conrol is basialy a robust
feedback linearization where the linearization is
obtained by introducing a time varying surface
s(t) as
s = Id + b x-
dt \ (2)
where b is a constant, taken to be Fe
bandwidth of the system, x = x - xd, where Xd is
the desired state.
Keeping s within a valus X is equivalent to
keeping the ith derivative of the state within
(2b)', where E = i'it1' Condition
1 is2 < -vsi, y > O 3
forces the trajectores to point towards s =0
when s1> 0.
Consider a second order system
x=g+u (4)
where g is generally nonlinear andVor time
varying and u is the control input x being the
state to be controlled to follow a desired
trajectory Xd. Also, 9 is the estinate of g so that
Ig - gl . G, then defining
s d(d +b)nx
dt (5)
U=-g+xd-bx (6)
and taking
u = u - k sgn(s) (7)
and
k=G+w (8)
ensures the equation(3) condition.
Consider the system
x=g+cu (9)
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wherecisboundedasOSCminS<CC m. We
can take I c as
c= fC~mWA~nm~ (10)
Define
Taking
u-c [u - ksgn(s)J
and
(11)
(12)
k.a(G+v)+(a-1)Ai1 (13)
ensures the equation(3) ondition.
3. Methodology
To remove chattering, a thin boundary of
thickness # is defined arund the switching
surface s,
sothaB(t - (x, s <). (14)
To gurantee that all the ajcories outide the
boundary layer are attracted owads the
boundary the folowing condition should be
satisfied.
its2s(4-*Ipf2 dt (15)
For the system of the form of equation(4) we
can define
k(x) = k(x) - + (16)
so that fth cortrol law becomes (see [21
for details)
u=u-k(x)sat(s/t) (17)
Near the boundary approximate dynafics can
be approximated as
& =
-k(xd)s/4 + (-A(xd) + o(U)) (18)
where
A9=9g9 (19)
A first orderfilter of bandwicth b can be
obtained by taking
k(xdy)-= b (20)
so that the variation of 0 withtmecan
evaluated from
=-b + k(xd). (21)
Fig.1 shows the fiker, where D is the lplace
operator d/dt.
^9+°( |/(D+b) 10_
Figure 1
The same fiter can be obtained by usig a
corstant width boundary so thatj. =0 (22)
so that equation(3) is satisfied instead of
equaton(15) and
k(x) - k(x) (23)
Take corrol law as
u u-Zk(x)push(asa) (24)
where
rxsha ) asaw tor s4c (25)
push(s4) = sgn(s) otherwise (26)
so that wkhn te boundary we get
s=-kXd)as/$ + (-Ag(xd) + 0(°) (27)
and to utilize bandwidth we need only to design
for the value d a for a fixed 4.
Taking
a=AE
k(xd) (28)
gies the sam fiter assn in Figure 4.
Now, for the system given by equation(9)
and the value used as given by equatkrn(10)
and (1 1), we can sftW use a flxed4 to obain a
filter by taking
(c/c)f = b
* (29)
so that
a=- b
ak(xd) (30)
Implementation of this scheme is simpler
because + is constart andt design of a is
saightforward.
Now the input -Ag(Xd) + o( to the first
order fiber is a step input, then s doesnl go to
zero but has a steady state error. Sirrilarily i the
input term is a ramp then s keeps irreasing
and if sat function wkh a varyn boundary is
being used the boundary night also keep
increasing. When a fixed boulndary widt s
used, s increases until it hits the boundary layer
and once Ris out, k is forced back inwards
bacause of the attractiveness of the boundary
layer causing chantering on the boundary as
shown in Fig.2. If the magniude of k is not
large, then the s trajectory will stabilize either on
the boundary or chatter on the lower boundary
as when using the push function or might
stabilize within the boundary for instance while
using the sat function with a fixed boundary, for
in that case the dynamics of the filter ar not
linear time invariant inside the boundary.
Boundwyt
a M
t
Figure 2
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To overcome the step input of the filter of
Fig.1 we need to introduce an integral action
within the boundary layer i.e when the Laplace
tranform of -Ag(xd) + ORJ is mrD, we modify the
control to
u = u - k(x) ipush(a,p,s/$) (31)
where
ipush(a,p,s/0) = asl' + P sdt for Isi 4
ipush(a,p,s,/') = sgn(s) otherwise
The dynamics obtained by this in the boundary
can be approximated as before as
_
t
=
-k(xd)as/0 -k(xdc4 sdt+ (-Ag(xd) + o(t))
(32)
To design for the values of a and p we have a
choice to make. We can either have a fixed
boundary and take
a = 2btk(Xd) (33)
and p = b/2. Notice that equation(23) is valid
here. Altemately, we can also have a varying
boundary by takinga = 1,
k(Xd)/O = 2b and p = b/2 to get
* + 2boi= k(xd) (34)
The filter is the same for the constant and the
time varying F and is shown in the Fig.3.
(l/D)
Figure 3
Extending the argument in the same vein, if the
fifter input has a term of the form m/DX, we
introduce an integral of order n and for the sake
of this paper classify it as a system of form-n.
For instance, a system of form-3 would have
Af = -2.5x2and Xd = 0.23t and so in the
boundary the control law should have integrals
upto the third order.
Similarily, for the system of equation (9),
the equation for S obtained by using the control
law of equation (12) is
t=(g
-c1c) +(1 -cCC')(-5d+ ex) -c&ck sgn(s)(35)
which can be written as
cc k sgn(s) - i(x) (36)
where
<)(g ^-cc (1 ^-1cc) (37)
Here also because x is close to Xd, the
input to the filter, similar to the one explained
before is -i(xd) and therefore its form should be
checked.
4. Simulation
Consider the system given by
equation(4) with the parameters given by
9 g -2.00; 9 = -1.O;G = 1.01;v=.; (38)b = 20; xd = sin(rIt/2)
Notice that tNs system is of fom-1. To reduce
chatterng, when a time varying boundary is
used and the control law of equation (17) is
applied, a steady state error s obtaied in the
value of s and the output error as shown in
Fig.4.
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Figure 4
Using the same controller as described
above on the same system with parameters
given by
9 = -2.00t; 9 = -1.0t;G = 1.01t; iv = 0.1; (39)b=20;xd=sin(rIt2)
an increasing s is obtained. This system is of
the form-2. Here the boundary is also
increasing linearly so that s never comes out of
the boundary, which in this case proves to be
destabilizing.
0 Coutrollw 010-s Error
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Figure 5
The chattering surface is shifted from 0 to
the boundary, when the control law of eq. (24)
is applied to the form-1 system of eq.(38). The
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boundary here is kepl at 0.02.
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Figure 6
Finally the result of usig the control law
as proposed by equation (31) to form-1 system
of equation (38) is shown below. This control
law makes the output error as well as s go to
zero.
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Figure 7
Various cortrol laws are proposed witin
the boundary layer for diferert kinds of
systems. Systes should be analyzed in order
to decide which contirxous control law should
be used inide the boundary layer around the
switching surface in order to reduce chattering
and the same time drive th output error to
zero. Specfically, for a system of the kind given
by equation (4) , function Ag(d), whereAg is
defined by equation (19) and d is the desired
trajecory, and for a system given by equation
(9), i(d) defined by equaton (37) indicates the
control law to be used Fially the systems are
dassified as being of different forms, so
once the form of a system s idenrite he
specific control for that form can be used.
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